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Chapter 2. Basic Sensors and Principles



A transducer (sensor) is a device that converts energy from one form to another
(electric).
An actuator converts an electric signal to a physical output.

2.1 Displacement Measurements
 Size, shape, and position of the organs and tissues of the body
 Direct measurement of displacement: change in diameter of blood vessels, change in
volume and shape of cardiac chambers
 Indirect measurement of displacement: movement of liquid through heart valves,
movement of microphone diaphragm for heart sound detection
 Types of displacement sensor
 Resistive
 Inductive
 Capacitive
 Piezoelectric

2.2 Resistive Sensors
Potentiometers
 Translational displacement: Fig. 2.1(a), 2 to 500 mm






Rotational displacement: Fig. 2.1(b) and (c), 10 to 50
Resistance elements: wire-wound, carbon-film, metal-film, conducting plastic,
ceramic
Dc or ac excitation
Linear output within 0.01% of FS
Continuous or stepwise change in resistance
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Strain Gages
 Measurement of extremely small displacements (~ nm)
 A fine wire (25 mm) is strained within its elastic limit wire's resistance change
 Change in diameter
 Change in length
 Change in resistivity

L



Resistance, R 



Differential change in R, dR 



Using Poisson's ration,  with
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 dL
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  A2 LdA  L

D
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Gage factor, G 
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Piezoresistive effect

R R
 
 1  2  
: Table 2.1
L L
L L

Metal strain gage: dimensional effect, G ~ 1.6
Semiconductor strain gage: piezoresistive effect, G ~ 100 to 170, high temperature
coefficient
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Unbonded (Fig. 2.2), bonded (Fig. 2.3), and integrated (Fig. 2.4) strain gages
Elastic strain gage and mercury-in-rubber strain gage (Fig. 2.5)
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Figure 2.2 (a) Unbonded strain-gage pressure sensor. The diaphragm is directly coupled by an
armature to an unbonded strain-gage system. With increasing pressure, the strain on gage pair B
and C is increased, while that on gage pair A and D is decreased. (b) Wheatstone bridge with four
active elements. R1 = A, R2 = B, R3 = D, and R4 = C when the unbonded strain gage is
connected for translation motion. Resistor Ry and potentiometer Rx are used to initially balance
the bridge. vi is the applied voltage and v0 is the output voltage on a voltmeter or similar device
with an internal resistance of Ri.
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2.3 Bridge Circuits
 Wheatstone-bridge circuit (Fig. 2.2(b)): measurement of small changes in resistance


Bridge balancing: R1 R2  R4 R3 using Rx and Ry ( Rx ~ 10 R1 and Ry ~ 25 R1 )



Four-arm bridge: temperature compensation and four times greater output,
R
vo 
vi
R0

 Deflection-balance bridge: change in sensor resistance  bridge unbalance
 Null-balance bridge: change in sensor resistance  bridge unbalance  change in
the variable resistance in an adjacent arm  bridge balance
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2.4 Inductive Sensors
 Not affected by the electric properties of its environment but affected by external
magnetic field
 Inductance, L  n 2G 






Self-inductance (Fig. 2.6(a))

 Low power, large inductance variation, nonlinearity
 Radiotelemetry
Mutual-inductance (Fig. 2.6(b))
 Nonlinearity
 Cardiac dimensions, infant respiration monitoring, arterial diameter, changes
in dimension of internal organs
Differential transformer (Fig. 2.6(c))

 LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer)
 Pressure, displacement, force
 LVDT
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Primary excitation: sinusoid with 60 Hz to 20 kHz



Secondary output, vcd  vce  vde (Fig. 2.6(c))





Linear over a large range: 0.25% over 0.1 to 250 mm

Kyung Hee Univ.

180 phase change at the center and saturation at ends
Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2 mV for a displacement of 0.01 mm/V of primary voltage,
much higher than strain gage



Phase-sensitive demodulator (Fig. 2.7)
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2.5 Capacitive Sensors
 Capacitance of two parallel plates, C   0 r
 Sensitivity of C w.r.t. x, K 

A
x

C
A
dC C
dC dx
  0 r 2 and

or

x
x
dx
x
C
x

 Capacitance microphone (Fig. 2.8)
V ( j ) ( E x0 ) j
A

with   RC  R 0 r
 High pass characteristic: o
X 1 ( j )
j  1
x


For R > 1 M, cutoff frequency ~ 20 Hz

 Compliant plastics with different r between foil layers  capacitive mat on a bed:
respiratory movements from the lungs, ballistographic movements from the heart
 Layers of mica insulators sandwiched between corrugated metal layers: pressure
between foot and the shoe

2.6 Piezoelectric Sensors
 Physiological displacements and heart sounds
 Principles


Mechanical strain on piezoelectric material  electric potential
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Electric potential on piezoelectric material  physical deformation
Displaced internal charges  surface charges of opposite polarity on opposite
sides of the crystal ( q  kf where q is the total induced charge, f is the applied
force, and k is the piezoelectric constant, C/N)  acts like a parallel-plate
kf
kfx

capacitor (assuming no leakage, v 
where v is the voltage across the
C  0 r A





capacitor and C is the capacitance)
Example: a piezoelectric sensor of 1-cm2 area and 1-mm thickness with an applied
force due to 10-g weight
 Quartz: k = 2.3 pC/N, v = 0.23 mV
 Barium titanate: k = 140 pC/N, v = 14 mV
 PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride): thin, light, pliant, can be cut easily
Modes of operation depending on material and crystallographic orientation
 Thickness or longitudinal compression
 Transversal compression
 Thickness-shear action
 Face-shear action

 Very large but finite leakage resistance: ~ 100 G
 Equivalent circuit
 Charge generator: q  Kx

dq
dx
K
dt
dt



Current generator: is 



If capacitance is C and leakage resistance is R,

dv
dx vo
1
iC dt , is  iR  C o  K
 , and

dt
dt R
C
K
Vo ( j ) K s j

with K s  [V/m],   RC
C
X ( j ) j  1

is  iC  iR , vo  vC 

 Charge amplifier
 Applications: phonocardiography (external and intracardiac), Korotkoff sound

detection for blood pressure measurements, accelerometer for energy expenditure
estimation, ultrasonic blood flow meter
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x

e Amplifier

Cable
Crystal

Figure 2.9 (a) Equivalent circuit of
piezoelectric sensor, where Rs = sensor
leakage resistance, Cs = sensor
capacitance, Cc = cable capacitance,
Ca = amplifier input capacitance,
Ra = amplifier input resistance, and
q = charge generator. (b) Modified
equivalent circuit with current generator
replacing charge generator. (From
Measurement Systems: Application and
Design, by E. O. Doebelin. Copyright 
1990 by McGraw-Hill, Inc. Used with
permission of McGraw-Hill Book Co.)
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Figure 2.11 (a) High-frequency circuit model for piezoelectric senor. Rs is the sensor
leakage resistance and Cs the capacitance. Lm, Cm, and Rm represent the mechanical system.
(b) Piezoelectric sensor frequency response. (From Transducers for Biomedical
Measurements: Application and Design, by R. S. C. Cobbold. Copyright  1974, John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. Used by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)

2.7 Temperature Measurements
 External body temperature
 Reduced temperature (at big-toe): early warning of shock
 Increased temperature: infection



Anesthesia depresses the thermal regulatory center  reduced temperature
Induced hypothermia during surgery  decreased metabolic rate and blood
circulation

Temperature of joints  indicates the amount of local inflammation in arthritis
Temperature control in an infant incubator
 Temperature recording
 Recording sites
 Environmental changes
 Artifacts
 Sensors
 Thermocouples
 Thermistors







Semiconductor: voltage across p-n junction changes about 2 mV/C
Radiation detector
Fiber-optic detector
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2.8 Thermocouples
 Thermoelectric thermometry
 Seebeck in 1821
 Electromotive force (emf) across a junction of two dissimilar metals




Peltier emf  difference between two junction temperatures
Thomson emf  difference between the squares of the junction temperatures
Either one of them predominates depending on the metals



1
Seebeck voltage is E  aT  bT 2  with the junction temperature T in C
2

and the reference junction at 0 C.
 Three empirical thermocouple laws
 Law of homogeneous circuits
 Law of intermediate metals
 Law of successive or intermediate temperature
 Thermoelectric sensitivity or thermoelectric power or Seebeck coefficient




dE
 a  bT  : changes with T
dT

  = 6.5 to 80 mV/C at 20 C with accuracy from 0.25 to 1%
 Reference junction
 Ice bath at 0.05 C with a reproducibility of 0.001 C
 Electronic cold junction
 Thermopile
 Multiple junction thermocouples
 Increased sensitivity
 Advantages
 Fast response time: time constant of 1 ms
 Small size: down to 12 m diameter, can be inserted into catheters and needles
 Ease of fabrication
 Long-term stability
 Disadvantages
 Small output voltage
 Low sensitivity
 Requires reference temperature
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2.9 Thermistors
 Thermistors
 Semiconductor made of ceramics
 Thermal resistor with a high negative (or positive) temperature coefficient
 Resistivity: 0.1 to 100 m
 Characteristics


 T0 T  TT0 

Zero-power resistance (no self-heating): Rt  R0 e



with T in K

: material constant or characteristic temperature, 2500 to 5000 K, usually
about 4000 K






T0: standard reference temperature, K
1 dRt

  2 %/K: nonlinear
Temperature coefficient,  
Rt dT
T
Voltage-current characteristic is linear up to a point of self-heating problem
Time delay: a few ms to several m depending on applied voltage, mass of the
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thermistor, series circuit resistance
 Circuits
 Voltage divider with a series fixed resistor
 Dc bridge circuit
 Current measuring circuit using a constant voltage excitation
 Thermistor types
 Beads, chips, rods, washers, etc.
 Glass-encapsulated bead thermistor
 Advantages
 Small size: down to 0.5 mm diameter, can be inserted to catheters and needles
 Relatively large sensitivity: -3 to -5 %/C
 Excellent long term stability: 0.2 % of nominal resistance/year
 Applications
 Skin surface temperature monitoring
 Cardiac output by thermodilution
 Respiration monitoring
 Oral temperature measurement
 Blood velocity measurement using self-heating, etc.
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2.10 Radiation Thermometry
 Every body above 0 K radiates electromagnetic power


Blackbody is the ideal thermal radiator  it absorbs all incident radiation and
emits the maximal possible thermal radiation



Plank's

law:

W 

 C1

 e
5

C2  T

 1

W cm 2 m

where

C1  3.74 104 W m4 cm2 , C2  1.44 104 m  K , T is the blackbody



temperature in K, and  is the emissivity (= 1 for blackbody).
2898
Wien's displacement law: m  arg max W 
m, at T = 300 K, m =9.66
T

m (infrared)



Stefan-Boltzmann law: Wt   W d    T 4 W cm 2 where  is the StefanBoltzmann constant.
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 Instrumentation
 Lens: IR lens such as arsenic trisulfide
 Detectors: thermal or quantum detectors
 Beam-chopper system with high gain ac amplifier, phase-sensitive demodulator
 Applications
 Infrared thermography
 Noncontact skin temperature mapping (imaging)
 Sensitivity of a few tenths of a Kelvin
 Breast cancer detection, location and extent of arthritic disturbances, depth of



tissue destruction from frostbite or burns, peripheral circulatory disorder
detection (venous thrombosis, carotid artery occlusion, etc)
Ear thermometer
 Tympanic membrane radiation
 Pyroelectric sensor
 0.1 s response time


0.1 C accuracy
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Figure 2.14 (a) Spectral radiant emittance
versus wavelength for a blackbody at 300 K
on the left vertical axis; percentage of total
energy on the right vertical axis. (b) Spectral
transmission for a number of optical
materials. (c) Spectral sensitivity of photon
and thermal detectors. [Part (a) is from
Transducers for Biomedical Measurements:
Principles and Applications, by R. S. C.
Cobbold. Copyright  1974, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. Parts (b) and (c) are
from Measurement Systems: Application and
Design, by E. O. Doebelin. Copyright 
1990 by McGraw-Hill, Inc. Used with
permission of McGraw-Hill Book Co.]
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2.11 Fiber-Optic Temperature Sensors
 GaAs semiconductor temperature probe
 Transmit fiber: light source is LED
 Single crystal undoped GaAs: energy gap (therefore, light absorption) is a
function of T



Receive fiber



Nonmetallic probe  advantageous under strong electromagnetic interference
(hyperthermia, patient warming, etc.)
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2.12 Optical Measurements
 Applications
 Clinical chemistry lab: blood and tissue analysis
 Cardiac cath lab: SaO2, cardiac output (dye dilution)
 Instrument


Source  filter and lens  cuvette (sample)  lens  detector
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2.13 Radiation Sources
Tungsten Lamps
 Incandescent tungsten-wire filament lamp

 C1



W 




 = 0.4 for  < 1 m





Low temperature  reddish, infrared lamp

 e
5

C2  T

 1

W cm 2 m

Coiled filament or ribbon filament
High temperature  bluish, photoflood lamp
High temperature  radiant output, efficiency, evaporation of tungsten 
blackening of the glass bulb  shorter lifetime
Radiant output declines as much as 50% over its lifetime




Tungsten-halogen lamp



Temperature > 250 C and needs cooling by a blower
90% of the initial radiant output throughout its lifetime
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Arc Discharges
 Low pressure discharge lamp
 Fluorescent lamp
 Low pressure Ar-Hg gas

Accelerated electrons  collision with gas atoms  electrons of gas atoms
are excited  gas atoms emits a quantum of energy when relaxed
 Hg has about 5 eV transition  250 nm radiation (UV)  UV is absorbed
in phosphor on the inside of the gas bulb  phosphor emits visible lights
 Rapid switching within 20 s  mainly used for tachistoscope (visual
stimulus)
 Other low pressure lamps: glowlamp (neon lamp), sodium vapor lamp, laser
 Not used in optical instruments due to low radiant output power
High pressure discharge lamp








Compact arc and high output power  used in optical instruments
Mercury lamp (bluish-green), sodium lamp (yellow), xenon lamp (white),
zirconium arc lamp (intense point source)
Clear quartz bulb with electrodes at both ends of the spherical bulb

Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
 p-n junction device optimized for radiant output, needs forward bias






Si: band gap of 1.1 eV   = 1100 nm, not efficient
GaAs: slightly higher band gap   = 900 nm, efficient, 10 ns switching
Band gap > 1.9 eV  visible light
GaP: band gap of 2.26 eV   = 700 nm, efficient, bright red
GaAsP: 540 nm, green



Compact, rugged, economical, nearly monochromatic  widely used
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LASERS
 Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
 Highly monochromatic
 Collimated (parallel)
 Phase coherent
 He-Ne laser: 633 nm, red, 100 mW


Argon laser: 515 nm, highest continuous power level of 1 to 15 W, photocoagulation
of blood vessels in the eyes (diabetic retinopathy)



CO2 laser: 50 to 500 W of CW power, cutting plastics, rubber, and metal up to 1 cm
thick



Solid state lasers: usually in pulsed mode



Ruby laser: 693 nm, red, 1 mJ output, pulsed Ruby laser is used in a
photocoagulator to mend tears in the retina



Nd:YAG (neodymium in yttrium aluminum garnet) laser: 1064 nm, infrared, 2
W/mm output
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2.14 Geometrical and Fiber Optics
Geometrical Optics
 First lens
 One focal length away from the lamp

Small f number (ratio of focal length to diameter)  collect more radiation and
collimate it
Second lens
 Focus radiation on a small area of sample in cuvette
Third and fourth lens
 Collect all radiation from the sample and focus it on the detector
Mirrors
 Full mirror: fold optical path to produce a compact instrument
 Half-silvered mirror: split a beam into two beams
 Curved mirror: functions as a lens
Others: interference filters, stops, black paint, etc.








Fiber Optics
 Transparent glass or plastic fiber with a refractive index n1 is coated or surrounded
by a second material with n2 < n1 .
 Snell's law: n2 sin  2  n1 sin 1
n
 Since n2 < n1 , sin  2  sin 1 . At  2  90 and sin  2  1 , sin 1  sin  ic  2 .
n1







All rays with 1   ic are reflected internally and transmitted.

Fiber optic (FO) sensors are
 Available for electrical, electronic, mechanical, pneumatic, and hydraulic
measurements
 Chemically inert and free from electromagnetic interference
One 50-cm glass fiber
 60% transmission of 400 to 1200 nm wavelength
 70% transmission of 500 to 850 nm wavelengths
Fiber bundles: about 400 fibers, each fiber with 13 to 100 nm diameter
 Coherent bundles for endoscope
 Non-coherent bundles (light guides) for light transmission
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Figure 2.20 Fiber optics. The solid line shows refraction of rays that escape through the
wall of the fiber. The dashed line shows total internal reflection within a fiber.

Liquid Crystals
 Mainly used for digital display

2.15 Optical Filters
Filters
 Control the distribution of radiant power or wavelength
 Power attenuation: silvered glass, plastic with carbon particles, Polaroid filter
 Color filters: color selection, gelatin filters, glass filters



Interference filters
Diffraction gratings

2.16 Radiation Sensors
 Two general categories
 Thermal sensor
 Quantum sensor
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Thermal Sensors




Absorb radiation  transform it into heat  temperature of the sensor rises
Thermistor and thermocouple: same sensitivity for all wavelengths
Pyroelectric sensor
Temperature of the sensor rises  changes in the polarization of the crystals 
current generation (proportional to the rate of change of the temperature)
 Zero dc response (for dc measurements, use chopper)
Sensitive to ambient temperature




Quantum Sensors




Absorb energy from photons  release electrons from the sensor material
 Sensitive to a certain band of wavelengths
 Ambient temperature has only a second-order effect
Eye, phototube, photodiode, photographic emulsion

Photoemissive Sensors
 Structure and principle (Fig. 2.21)
 Photocathode
 Coated with alkali metal
 Emits electrons by high energy incoming photons (> 1 eV, < 1200 nm)
 Anode and dynodes
 Attract electrons from photocathode
 Produce external current
 Examples
 Phototube
 Photomultiplier (PM) tube






Eye



Phototube with electron multiplier
Time response < 10 ns
Very sensitive: can count a photon when cooled
Time response < 100 ms
Very sensitive: can detect six photons under optimal condition
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Photoconductive Cells
 Simple solid state photoelectric sensor
 Structure
 CdS or PbS is deposited on a ceramic substrate
 Ohmic electrodes
 Principle






High energy photon  E-H pair generation  increased conductivity
Current is linear only at low radiation
Current is nonlinear at normal levels of radiation
No voltage polarity
Time constant of 0.01 to 10 s for a step input of radiation

Photojunction Sensors
 Structure: Si p-n junction
 Photodiode




High energy photon  E-H pair generation  increase reverse bias current
Current is linear with radiation

 Response time < 1 s
Phototransistor



Radiation  E-H pair generation  iB  iC =  iB
Response time < 10 ms
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 Less than 2% nonlinearity
Photocoupler
 LED-photodiode combination
 Optical isolation
Others: photo Darlington transistors, photo FETs, photo UJTs, photo SCRs

Photovoltaic Sensors
 Structure and principle
 Si p-n junction



Radiation  open-circuit voltage change

 Radiation increase by 104  logarithmic voltage increase from 100 to 500 mV
Solar cell

Spectral Response
 Fig. 2.18(c)



Photon has a limited amount of energy  no response above 1100 nm
Fewer high energy photons per watt  response drops off below 900 nm
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Skin radiation (300 K, 9000 nm)  special sensor such as InSb

2.17 Optical Combinations
 Optical system: source, filters, and sensors


Total effective irradiance, Ee   S F D  (Fig. 2.18(d))


S = relative source output



F = relative filter transmission



D = relative sensor responsibity
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